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Host–guest charge transfer states: CN doped Kr and Xe
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The host–guest charge transfer absorption of CN doped krypton and xenon matrices are identified
through direct analogy with the previously assigned transitions of Cl/Kr and Cl/Xe. These intense,
structured absorption bands appear with the onset at 245 nm in Kr and 360 nm in Xe. Excitation of
the CN/Kr charge transfer band at 193 nm leads to emission over CN(A(2P)→X(2S)) transition,
indicating that an efficient curve crossing precludes the ionic state from radiating. No emissions
were seen in CN/Xe when excited at 193 nm. The charge transfer absorption spectrum of CN/Kr is
reproduced through an extended diatomics-in-ionic-systems treatment, using accurateab initio pair
potentials and transition dipoles as input, without further adjustment. The delocalized hole states are
then analyzed in real-space, using atomic bases distributed over as many as eleven shells
surrounding the CN2 center. The ionic states are well described asJ51/2, 3/2 valence bands bound
to CN2, with a substructure that cannot be exclusively assigned to a single quantum number. The
strong absorptions terminate on states in which 70%–95% of the hole density remains on the first
nearest neighbor shell, with hole densities of 1%–5% extended out toR58 Å. In higher ionic
states, with weaker transition dipoles, the hole density maximizes on shells removed by 10 Å from
the ionic center. Although these delocalized states provide channels for charge separation via
self-trapping of holes, save for a weak signal from the impurity trapped hole at H1 centers, the
experiments do not provide evidence for significant charge separation. ©2002 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1513463#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Host–guest charge transfer transitions in rare gas so
~RGS!, X2/Rg(s)1, represent an important class of excit
tions that lead to solvation dynamics peculiar to solids. B
sides nuclear and electrostatic responses accompanyin
sudden creation of a dipole in the polarizable dielectric m
dium, these transitions are accompanied by electronic so
tion in the form of hole delocalization with important cons
quences. The prototypical systems that were first introdu
for the scrutiny of such dynamics are RGS doped with ha
gen atoms (X5F,Cl,Br,I).1,2,3 Among the consequences o
hole delocalization are charge separation and storage in
form of self-trapped holes,3 charge mobility, and trapping a
impurity sites to create novel ionic centers such as Rg2H1,4,5

and HX2
2 ,6 and reaction catalysis through charge recyclin7

Very similar energetics is to be expected in RGS doped w
the pseudohalogen, CN. This, we verify here experimenta
We identify the charge transfer transitions of CN in Kr a
Xe matrices through their characteristic absorption spec

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
aapkaria@uci.edu
8860021-9606/2002/117(19)/8867/12/$19.00
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The structure in these charge transfer absorption band
nearly universal, as such their analysis is of significant in
est. The diatomics-in-ionic-systems~DIIS! method was first
introduced in the analysis of the charge transfer absorp
band of Cl/Xe.8,9 Despite the considerable success of t
treatment in reproducing the absorption spectrum,9 limiting
the hole-states to the twelve nearest neighbors of the im
rity precluded the possibilities of charge separation a
trapping—processes that had been documented ex
mentally.3 An equally satisfactory interpretation of the stru
ture in the absorption bands could be given in terms o
Rydberg progression of hole-states pinned by the nega
ion.10 Charge separation by hole–phonon coupling and s
trapping is a natural outcome in this conceptually attract
model, which presumes an extensively delocalized hole.
solid state perspective in the analysis of these charge tran
states has been offered by Gabrielet al.11 After developing
the description of the band structure of rare gas solids
terms of diatomics-in-molecules~DIM !,12 they described the
charge transfer states in terms of valence bands bound
negative point charge.11 While all three of these approache
contain common elements, an overarching picture has no
been presented. Using CN doped Kr(s) as our focus, we
il:
7 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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attempt a unified picture of the host–guest charge tran
states through the DIIS formalism, but now using a basis
that extends out to as many as eleven shells around the g
This allows a real-space description of extensively deloc
ized states in terms of atomic bases, encompassing the
lecular and band type states within the same treatment.
use input parameters obtained from high levelab initio cal-
culations, and we establish the reliability of the analy
based on a detailed comparison between simulation and
periment, from finite clusters to the extended solid. With
curate input parameters, and the recognition that the D
approach properly accounts for quantum induction a
dispersion,13 we expect simulations of structure and energ
ics in many-body systems with spectral accuracy, as has
ready been demonstrated in the scrutiny of benchmark
tems such as the HF dimer.14 Let us remark that host–gue
charge transfer transitions are not limited to halogen do
matrices. Among other documented examples a
hydrogen,15–17 hydroxide,18 sulfur,19 and oxygen,20 doped
RGS. The present analysis is relevant to this general clas
electronic excitations.

In what follows, in Secs. II, III, and IV we describe th
experiments, the experimental findings, and the spectra
signments, respectively. The theoretical analysis is given
Sec. V, in which the DIIS construct and pair parameters
discussed. The results of the simulations and their dissec
is presented in Sec. VI, followed by concluding remarks
Sec. VII.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental details are very similar to our previo
report on HXeY (Y5Cl,Br,I,CN) species in the Xe matrix,21

thus only a brief description is given here. The gas samp
were prepared in an all glass vacuum manifold, evacuate
231027 mbar with a diffusion pump. Typically, guest-to
host ratios of 1:1000 were used in matrix experiments,
30–100 mbar was deposited from 1 dm3 volume and;500
mbar backing pressure on a MgF2 substrate. The substrat
was cooled with a closed-cycle helium refrigerator~APD
Cryogenics, Displex DE-202A!; and deposition temperature
of 20 K and 30 K were used to prepare thin films of Kr a
Xe, respectively.

The UV absorption spectra were recorded with a sp
trometer consisting of a 30 W deuterium lamp, a 12.5-
focal length spectrograph~Oriel Instruments, MS 125!, and
an image intensified charge coupled device~ICCD! camera
~Andor Technologies! with 6903256 intensified pixels. The
magnesium fluoride window of the deuterium lamp~Cath-
odeon V01! allowed access to the deep UV, down to 130 n
Atomic lines of mercury were used for wavelength calib
tion of the ICCD. Laser induced fluorescence was measu
with the ICCD or with a CCD camera~Princeton Instru-
ments! mounted on a 15 cm focal length spectrograph~Acton
SP150!. Infrared spectra of the matrix samples were record
with a FTIR spectrometer~Nicolet, Magna IR 760! equipped
with a HgCdTe detector and a KBr beamsplitter. Photoly
of HCl and HCN was carried out with a 193 nm~ArF! exci-
mer laser~Lambda Physik, Optex!.
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HCN was synthesized from an H2SO4: water, 1:1 solu-
tion by adding KCN to the frozen solution. Air was pumpe
off, and the mixture was allowed to warm up slowly. Th
formed gas was dried by passing it over P2O5, and the HCN
was trapped out with liquid nitrogen and stored in a Pyr
bulb. HCl of 99.8% purity~Messer Griesheim!, Kr and Xe of
99.997% purity~AGA! were obtained and used without fu
ther purification.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The IR spectroscopy of HCN isolated in Rg matrices h
been rather thoroughly described by Abbate and Moor22

Spectra of HCN/Kr matrix samples deposited at 20 K mai
revealed the monomeric absorption bands of HCN. Anne
ing of the sample near 30 K led to limited dimerization. T
monomers are identified by the characteristic pair of C
stretching frequencies, which occur at 3294.7 cm21 and
3291.8 cm21 in Kr, while the dimer bands are redshifted b
;100 cm21. In Xe the corresponding frequencies occur
3279.8 cm21 and 3276.4 cm21, respectively. In both case
the doublets have been ascribed to two distinct orientati
of HCN in the substitutional cavity.22 Irradiation of HCN/Kr
and HCN/Xe samples at 193 nm leads to depletion of H
absorptions, with concomitant growth of the CN radical a
sorptions at 2051.4 cm21 and 2041.4 cm21 in Kr, and at
2049.3 cm21 and 2039.7 cm21 in Xe.23 In addition to CN, a
weak absorption due to Xe2H1, at 731 cm21,24 is observed
in photolyzed HCN/Xe matrices.

The UV absorption spectrum of an extensively pho
lyzed HCN/Kr matrix is shown in Fig. 1. The two prominen
absorptions at 386 nm and 358 nm grow with photolys
Based on the previous investigations these bands can b
cribed to theB(2S)←X(2S) system of the CN radical.25,26

These absorptions possess spectral widths of;450 cm21 and
their separation~2026 cm21! is comparable to what is re
ported in the Ne matrix.26,27To our knowledge, only the 0-0
transition of CN has been reported previously in Kr and
matrices. The very intense absorption progression, with o
near 245 nm and distinct peaks at 235 nm, 224 nm, 219
and 208 nm, has not been reported previously. The simila
of this band to that of the charge transfer band of Cl dop
Kr, which is provided as reference in Fig. 1, is unmistak
able. The reference spectrum was obtained by recording
absorption spectrum of a well-photolyzed HCl/Kr matrix.

As seen in Fig. 2 the situation is qualitatively very sim
lar in Xe samples. The 0←0 and 1←0 members of the
B(2S)←X(2S) system of the CN radical are redshifted rel
tive to Kr, to 399 nm and 369 nm, respectively; and a
broadened to;850 cm21. The novel absorption band, whic
appears upon photolysis of the HCN, now extends from 3
nm to near 200 nm with maxima at 357 nm, 316 nm, 2
nm, 242 nm, and 224 nm. The analogy between this b
and that of the charge transfer absorption in Cl/Xe is hig
lighted by the comparison in Fig. 2. The reference spectr
was obtained from a well photolyzed sample of HCl/Xe.

Laser excitation of a photolyzed HCN/Kr matrix at 19
nm yields bright fluorescence from two distinct emissi
systems, but no emission could be detected in Xe. One
these emission bands, illustrated in Fig. 3, can be assigne
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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the A(2P)→X(2S) vibronic progression of CN.26–30 The 0
→0 band is missing from the spectrum because it lies
yond our detection sensitivity in the red. The exponen
decay times of thev852 andv853 levels were measured a
120 ns and 20 ns, respectively. In Ne, the correspond
lifetimes are 670 ns and 90 ns, respectively.27 The vibronic
cascade that leads to the observation of these fluores
states has been well analyzed and documented in Refs.
30. Two other emission bands are observed to grow w
irradiation. The first of these occurs in the 300 nm–500
region, and can be identified as the Vegard–Kap
A(3Sv

1)→X(1Sg
1) band of molecular nitrogen.31 It consists

of two progressions fromv850 andv851 states with vibra-
tional frequencies of 2324 cm21 and 1343 cm21 for the
ground and excited states, and a radiative lifetime of 5.3
The additional band is observed at the early stages of p
tolysis, and can be identified as theC(1Pg)→X(1Sg

1) tran-
sition of C2 in the 300–500 nm region.25 After prolonged
irradiation these lines disappeared and narrow emission
473 nm, 509 nm, and 553 nm, probably due to atomic c
bon. The observed C2 and N2 may originate from dissocia
tive charge transfer to CN trapped in special sites. We h
not pursued this possibility with any systematics. Laser
citation at 248 nm did not induce any emissions in Kr.

FIG. 1. UV absorption spectra of HCN/Kr and HCl/Kr matrices of 1:10
initial guest/host ratio, after extensive irradiation at 193 nm. The pe
labeled in the upper trace are due to theB(2S)←X(2S) transition of the CN
radical.
Downloaded 12 Feb 2004 to 128.200.47.19. Redistribution subject to AIP
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IV. SPECTRAL ASSIGNMENTS

The spectroscopy of the CN radical isolated in Rg m
trices has been rather thoroughly described in a numbe
previous publications.26–30 We concentrate on the spectr
region below 350 nm, which has received less attention.
electronic manifold of CN in the spectral region of th
present experiment is dense. Beside the boundA(2P),
B(2S), andD(2S) states, a number of bound quartet sta
exist.32 There are, however, strong arguments for exclud
any of the valence states of the CN radical as the source
the strong absorptions seen in Figs. 1 and 2. First, the bo
higher excited states are calculated to have equilibrium b
lengths comparable to theA(2P) and B(2S) states,30 and
would therefore be expected to yield vibronic structure sim
lar to the well characterizedA←X and B←X absorptions.
The UV absorptions shown in Figs. 1 and 2 are clearly v
different from typical Franck–Condon envelopes of diatom
molecules. Second, the observed transition energies und
a large matrix shift, characteristic of ion-pair states.2 Thus,
the strongest absorption maxima undergo a blueshift of
eV between Kr and Xe. For a typical pure molecular valen
state, such as theB(2S) state of CN, the blueshift is only 0.1
eV. Third, the remarkable similarity between the spectra
Cl/Rg and CN/Rg strongly suggests that, instead of be
intermolecular transitions, these strong absorptions a
from charge transfer between CN and the Rg host. Thi
further confirmed by considering the relative shifts betwe
CN/Rg and Cl/Rg. Given the similarity of sizes betwe

s

FIG. 2. UV absorption spectra of HCN/Xe and HCl/Xe matrices of 1:10
initial guest/host ratio, after extensive irradiation at 193 nm. The pe
labeled in the upper trace are due to theB(2S)←X(2S) transition of the CN
radical.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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CN2 and Cl2, we would expect the shift between the
charge transfer bands within a given RGS to scale by t
electron affinities. In the Kr matrix the main maxima of C
and Cl are located at 234 nm and 224 nm yielding a reds
of 0.23 eV, which is very close to the difference in the ele
tron affinities of 0.25 eV~electron affinities of CN and Cl are
3.86 eV and 3.61 eV, respectively!.33,34 Although the band
origins are less well defined in Xe, comparison of the fi
maxima at 357 nm for CN and at 330 nm for Cl yields
rather consistent value for the relative shift of 0.19 eV. To
first approximation, the host dependence of the host–g
charge transfer energy may be ascribed to the differenc
ionization energies of the host atoms. Consistent with
expectation, the experimental matrix shifts for Cl and C
absorption origins are 1.77 eV and 1.83 eV, respectiv
compare well with the 2 eV difference in ionization pote
tials of Kr and Xe.

The above arguments overwhelmingly establish the
gin of the UV absorption bands to charge transfer transiti
of CN/Rg~s!. The similarity of these excitations to the corr
sponding halogen doped solids is limited to the absorp
bands only. The relaxation pathways subsequent to abs
tion are quite different. As a general rule, the charge tran
states of halogen doped matrices relax to form the locali
triatomic exciplexes, Rg2

1X2, which then relax radiatively
with 100% quantum efficiency.2,35 In contrast, in CN/Kr the
charge transfer absorption leads to strong emission ove

FIG. 3. Portion of theA(2P)→X(2S) emission spectrum in a HCN/Kr
matrix after extensive irradiation at 193 nm.
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CN(A→X) transition, after some 5 eV of nonradiative d
cay. Quite clearly, efficient crossing to the internal vibron
states of the molecular guest occurs with subsequent cas
among the nestedB and A potentials of the radical. This
channel of relaxation may also compete with the possibilit
of charge separation from the ionic state, as is known
happen in the halogen doped solids.3 Indeed, we have unsuc
cessfully searched for CN2 through IR spectroscopy. As
mentioned in the Results, we do observe the IR absorp
due to Xe2H1, which would in principle signify the presenc
of CN2 as a counterion. However, we should note that wa
impurities in Xe are known to yield the hydrogen ion upo
193 nm irradiation. Barring this source, we must conclu
that either the CN2 absorptions are too weak to observe,
that they undergo efficient charge recombination in the
cited state~as evidenced by the neutral CN fluorescence! or
in the ground state assisted by photoionization of the C2

centers during irradiation.

V. THEORETICAL METHOD AND PARAMETERS

A. The DIIS construct

The present theoretical treatment of the host–gu
charge transfer states is rooted in the original DIIS constr
which was designed to properly account for many body
duction terms.8 The important differences are: the use of s
nificantly extended hole bases distributed over as many
eleven shells surrounding the guest site; and the use of i
parameters, potentials, and transition dipoles, obtained f
high level ab initio calculations; and a precise treatment
the transition dipole in the extended system. Beside simu
ing the spectra, we use the analysis to extract description
the observables and their underlying structure and energe

The polyatomic basis functions that represent the sys
are constructed according to the DIM, from atomic bas
subject to the zero-overlap assumption.36–38 The neutral
ground state consists of the open shell CN(X 2S) and closed
shell Kr(1S) atoms,

CN~X 2S!Kr0~1S!Kr1~1S!Kr2~1S!... . ~1a!

The excited charge transfer states consist of the closed
CN2 ion, and a singlep-hole placed on one of the Kr atoms

CN2~1S!Kr0
1~2P!Kr1~1S!Kr2~1S!...,

CN2~1S!Kr0~1S!Kr1
1~2P!Kr2~1S!...,

CN2~1S!Kr0~1S!Kr1~1S!Kr2
1~2P!,... . ~1b!

The system Hamiltonian then consists of the neutral, gro
state block, and the excited, ionic block,

H5H~g!
% H~ i !. ~2!

Throughout the treatment we will neglect the anisotropy
Kr–CN versus Kr–NC, as well as the spin–orbit splitting
CN. Accordingly, the ground state Hamiltonian is limited
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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three dimensions, determined by the three Cartesian orie
tions of the CN radical in the laboratory frame. In the m
lecular CN–Kr frame, this reduces to parallel and perp
dicular components,S andP, and is explicitly evaluated as

H~g!5(
i

R21~u,f!

3bVg
P~Kr iCN! 0 0

0 Vg
P~Kr iCN! 0

0 0 Vg
S~Kr iCN!

c
3R~u,f!1F(

i
(
j . i

V~Kr iKr j !G ^ I . ~3!

R(u,f) is the direction cosine matrix that rotates the C
principle axis toward thei th Kr atom. Inclusion of spin–orbit
coupling expands the rank ofH(g) from 3 to 6.

In the absence of spin–orbit splitting, the uncoupl
p-hole bases are threefold degenerate,px , py , pz . Therefore
the ionic block H( i ), indexed by the atom on which th
p-hole occurs, consists of three-dimensional diagonal ma
cesV(CN2 – Kri) and off-diagonal exchange matricesJi , j ,
given as

Ji , j5 bJP~Kr iKr j !
1

JP~Kr iKr j !
1

JS~Kr iKr j !
1

c ~4a!

with fragment exchange energies given in the diatom
frame,

JS5@V~Su!2V~Sg!#/2 and JP5@V~Pu!2V~Pg!#/2.
~4b!

Once again, direction cosine matrices are used to rotate
Kr1 p-hole from the laboratory frame toward the molecu
Kr j – Kri direction.

The diagonal elements of the ionic block are evalua
following the DIIS strategy, which recognizes that inducti
energies cannot be decomposed into pairwise add
terms.8 Induction energies are determined as the polariza
of a given neutral Kr by the net field it experiences for
given choice of Kr1 and CN2 centers. To account for dielec
tric screening, it is economical to evaluate the field due t
single charge by the self-consistent electrostatic expansio
a discrete lattice,39 to extract an effective screening consta
« through fitting,
Downloaded 12 Feb 2004 to 128.200.47.19. Redistribution subject to AIP
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This is shown for the case of Kr in Fig. 4. A dielectric co
stant of «51.3 fits the data. The net induced ion–dipo
energy,Wi , on thei th Kr atom by the CN2 and Kr1 ion pair
is then given as

W5
a

2
~E11E2!2. ~6!

To implement this, we decompose the ionic pair potentials
terms of valence, induction and dispersion contributions
fitting the Kr1Kr and CN2Kr pair potentials to the Rittner
form.40 The pairwise additive part of ionic interactions
then obtained by subtracting the charge induced dipole c
tribution, e.g.,

ṼKr1Kr2
S

~R!5
VSu~R!1VSg~R!

2
1

C4

R4 . ~7!

The three-center induction energies are then added separ
~charge induced quadrupole and higher pole terms are
distinguished from the dispersion terms!. The diagonal
blocks ofH( i ) are explicitly given as

FIG. 4. The self-consistent electric field due to a substitutional charge a
origin of a perfect Kr lattice. The bare ion field, self-consistent field, an
screened electric field«51.3, are represented as solid squares, open circ
and crosses, respectively.
V~ i !5R21bVP~CN2Kr i
1! 0 0

0 VP~CN2Kr i
1! 0

0 0 VS~CN2Kr i
1!

cR1(
j

R21F ṼP~Kr i
1Kr j ! 0 0

0 ṼP~Kr i
1Kr j ! 0

0 0 ṼS~Kr i
1Kr j !

GR

1S (
j

Ṽ~CN2Kr j !1(
j Þ i

(
k. j

V~Kr jKrk!1Wi1Wcavity1IP2EAD ^ I , ~8!
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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in which Wi is the total ion-induced dipole energy, an
Wcavity is the Onsager polarization energy of the dielect
outside the cavity in which the explicit evaluation of indu
tion is carried out;41 IP is the ionization potential of Kr and
EA is the CN electron affinity.

Spin–orbit coupling in Kr1 cannot be ignored. It is in-
corporated via the atoms-in-molecules approach develo
by Mies,42 which has been employed frequently in DIM ca
culations. The total Hamiltonian is now given as

HTotal5Hel1Hso5Hel1D l̂• ŝ ~9!

in which D50.67 eV, is the Kr1 spin–orbit splitting. The
polyatomic base functions now expand by a factor of 2,
the addition ofms561/2 labels. To evaluateHso, which is
diagonal in thejmj coupled basis, the uncoupled Ham
tonian is transformed using the standard coupling matrice
Clebsch–Gordan coefficients.

The transition dipole moments were calculated in a p
wise additive approach, initially resembling the full DIM
method described by Naumkin43 and Gadea and
Amarouche44 for the Rg ion clusters. The transition dipole
the KrCN molecular frame can be expressed as

mM ,i f 5^ f uRLM
21mMRLMu i & ~10!

in which RLM rotates initial and final state eigenvectors fro
the laboratory to the molecular frame, for a hole localized
a particular Kr atom. The nonzero elements in the transit
dipole matrices can be found by symmetry.45 Since in the
ionic states of interest, the hole is delocalized among m
Kr atoms, the net transition dipole for a particular final sta
is found by rotating the molecular transition dipole vectors
the laboratory frame, then summing over the pairs,

mL5(
j

RLM
21mM , j ~11!

in which L andM indices refer to laboratory and molecul
frames, respectively.

B. Fragment energetics

The diatomic fragment energies, required as input
rameters to evaluate the above DIIS matrices consist of
pair potentials of Kr2 , Kr2

1(Sg ,Su ,Pg ,Pu), KrCN2,
Kr1CN2(S,P), and KrCN. These potentials are collected
Figs. 5 and 7. Both linear Kr–CN and Kr–NC geometri
and the ‘‘T’’ geometry were computed, however, the orien
tionally averaged potential is used in the simulations.46 This
is done with the knowledge that in the tight substitution
site of both solid Kr and Xe, the CN radical undergoes fr
rotation.29,47 In effect, the pair potential anisotropy is lifte
by the compact site, by averaging over the twelve nea
neighbors. To simulate the angular isotropy imposed by
N50 state, to which the radical must be limited at the cry
genic temperatures of relevance, we use the rotationally
eraged pair potential. However, to evaluate transition
poles, theS andP distinctions~linear and ‘‘T’’ orientation!
in the ground electronic state must be maintained to prop
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account for the significant differences inS↔S, P↔P, and
S↔P transitions that occur on the molecular CN–Kr refe
ence frame.

The neutral Kr–Kr interactions are represented throu
the Aziz potentials.48

The ground state CN(2S) – Kr(1S) interaction~linear ge-
ometries inC2n symmetry! were first obtained at the re
stricted Hartree–Fock~RHF! level, which was then used as
reference state for subsequent spin unrestricted coupled
ter with single, double, and perturbative triples substitutio
~UCCSD~T!! calculation.49 For the CN fragment, Dunning’s
augmented correlation consistent basis set aug-cc-pV
~AVQZ! ~Ref. 50! was used, whereas the effective core p
tential ~ECP! basis set of the Stuttgart group51 was applied
for Kr. Since the calculation is based on a single referen
the validity of this assumption has to be verified. The sta
dard test, i.e., the norm of the single excitation vector, w
calculated to be below 0.05.52 This indicates that the contri
bution of single excitations is minor and thus UCCSD~T! can
be expected to yield very reliable results. Because binding
the ground state is weak and caused by the van der W
interaction it is essential to correct the obtained poten
energy curves for basis set superposition errors~BSSE!. In
the present work we have applied standard counterpoise
rection procedure by Boys and Bernardi, which relies on
size-consistency of the coupled cluster method.53

The CCSD~T! method is applicable only for the lowes
state of a given symmetry, thus another approach is nee
for treating the ionic states of interest. First the initial refe
ence state is obtained from a RHF calculation for the grou
state, and followed by state averaged multiconfiguration s
consistent field~MCSCF! calculation utilizing complete ac
tive space~CAS! orbitals.54 Orbitals involving theX 2S,
A 2P, and B 2S molecular states of CN and the out
p-orbitals of Kr were included in the active space. In th
computation, all six states were calculated simultaneou
via state averaging. Inclusion ofA and B states of CN is
essential in order to obtain proper convergence to the io
states in a subsequent multireference configuration inte

FIG. 5. Theab initio KrCN and Kr1CN2 pair potentials~see text for de-
tails!. In the implementation, the mean over the Kr–CN and Kr–NC orie
tations is used: Solid squares, Kr1NC2(S); solid up triangles,
Kr1NC2(P); open squares, Kr1CN2(S); open up-triangles,
Kr1CN2(P); upper solid line, Kr1CN2(S) fit; dashed line, Kr1CN2(P)
fit; open down-triangle, NCKr; solid down-triangle, CNKr; lower solid line
CNKr~X! fit to mean.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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tion ~MRCI! calculation. As mentioned, after the MCSC
calculation internally contracted MRCI calculation wi
single and double excitations was carried out in order
account for electron correlation to proper extent.55 All quoted
energies were subject to the multireference analog of
Davidson correction.56 The spin–orbit matrix elements wer
evaluated by the spin–orbit pseudopotential method, w
parametrization present in the Stuttgart ECP basis, using
MRCI wave functions.57 The spin Hamiltonian matrix of the
spin–orbit operator was constructed in the basis of the n
relativistic Hamiltonian and diagonalized to yield the spin
orbit eigenstates. The present calculations yield cor
asymptotic energetics for all six states, including spin–o
splitting of Kr1. The transition dipole moments between t
spin–orbit split states were calculated using wave functi
obtained from diagonalization of the spin Hamiltonian. T
MRCI calculations employed the same basis set as
coupled clusters calculations described above. All CCSD~T!
and MRCI calculations were carried out with theMOLPRO

2000.1software package onGNU/LINUX platforms.58

The linear KrCN and KrNC pair potentials are shown
Fig. 5, along with the mean of these two geometries. No
the minimum in this pair interaction occurs at 4.5 Å, to
compared to the nearest neighbor distance in solid Kr of 3
Å. Accordingly, the CN radical would be expected to fit in
somewhat expanded substitutional site of the lattice. T
tight-fit among 12 octahedrally situated nearest neighb
lifts the angular anisotropy of the CN–Kr interaction. Th
Kr1CN2 potentials are also shown in Fig. 5. The potent
minima of the ion-pair states occur at 3.53 Å and 3.33 Å
the S andP states, respectively, at significantly smaller d
tances than in the neutral ground state. We may there
expect contraction of the lattice site upon charge tran
excitation. This has been recognized experimentally in ha
gen doped matrices, through the indirect observation of tr
sient self-focusing.59 The transition dipoles associated wi
charge transfer transitions are determined by the overlap
tween the valence electron function in the initial state and
hole wave function in the final state. As such, the main c
tribution to absorption arises fromS→S transitions, with
nearly an order of magnitude smaller contribution fromS
→P and P→P transitions. The orientationally average
Kr–CN/Kr–NC, computed transitions dipoles are shown
Fig. 6. In the ranger .3 Å, the transition dipoles are well fi
by the functions,

mS –S~r !518 exp@2~r 20.82662!/1.07365#, ~12a!

mS –P~r !55.535 89 exp@2~r 10.49169!/0.93593#.
~12b!

We ignore theP→P transitions entirely; and although w
include theS→P transitions, we have verified that the
neglect has little effect on the final spectra. The orientati
ally averaged, computed KrCN2 potential is well repre-
sented by the function,
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17.76

r 4

2
148

r 6 , for r .3.3 Å. ~13!

The Kr2
1 potentials were calculated via the coupled clu

ters approach~MOLPRO! using the aug-cc-pV5Z basis. Th
resulting curves are shown in Fig. 7. The adiabatic ionizat
energies of Kr2 have recently been measured using ze
kinetic energy photoelectron spectroscopy~ZEKE!. The low-
est adiabatic ionization limit of the dimer, terminating on t
Kr2

1(I1/2u) state, is found to be 103 773.662 cm21.60 The
calculated value for the same in the present approac
103 756 cm21, therefore in excellent agreement with the be
known experimental value. This gives good confidence
the entire curve, the asymptote of which is also exac
known and incorporated. The Kr2

1 potentials were explicitly
calculated forR,5.3 Å, and splined to the curves calculate
analytically for R.6.3 Å as induction~charge induced di-
pole! and dispersion (R26) using the polarizability of Kr as
the sole input. As a test of the accuracy of the excited K2

1

potentials, we have simulated the known absorption band
the dimer ion.61,62The spectral profiles are reproduced with
the experimental uncertainty of these systems. As a m

FIG. 6. The distance dependence of the transition dipole moment for
Kr1CN2←KrCN charge transfer absorption: CNKrS←S ~solid squares!,
NCKr S←S ~solid triangles!, CNKr S←P ~open squares!, NCKr S←P
~open triangles!, S←S fit ~solid line! andS←P fit ~dotted line!.

FIG. 7. The computed Kr2
1 pair potentials. The potentials without spin

orbit coupling~solid! were calculated using the coupled clusters method~see
text!. The potentials with spin–orbit coupling~dashed! are obtained by as-
suming a distance independent coupling constant.
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rigorous test of the construct,63 we have verified that the
same potentials also reproduce the known absorption sp
of Kr3

1 .64

VI. THEORETICAL RESULTS

A. Kr 12CN

We first consider the finite cluster of CN surrounded
12 Kr atoms, in an octahedral arrangement mimicking
substitutional site of a perfect fcc lattice. In the absence
spin–orbit coupling, thep-hole can occur in any one of th
three possible Cartesian directions on each of the 12 Kr
oms, to produce a basis set of 36 ionic states. Due to the
symmetry of the cluster, only four of the 36 states ca
significant transition dipole. The symmetries of the brig
states can be identified from the eigenvectors. In orde
energy, they belong to theEg , T2g , A1g , andT2g irreducible
representations ofOh as shown in Fig. 8. The2P ground
state belongs to theT1u representation.

The inclusion of spin–orbit coupling expands the ion
manifold to 72 states~each a Kramers’ pair!. The parentage
of these states is identified by gradually turning on the sp
orbit Hamiltonian, which was done to obtain the correct st
labels shown in Fig. 8. As the spin–orbit interaction is turn
on, many of the dark states borrow intensity by mixi
through thel•s Hamiltonian. The net oscillator strength, su
of ^m&2 over all allowed transitions is conserved; moreov
the oscillator strength within a correlated set of states
mains conserved. This is perhaps clearest for theA1g state,
which correlates with twoJ51/2 states. Figure 8 also illus
trates the separation of the spin–orbit coupled states into
J53/2 andJ51/2 groups. However, within theJ53/2 mani-
fold, theV51/2 and 3/2 projections remain mixed.

The spatial distribution of the delocalized hole states
be clearly visualized by considering the eigenvectors. T
four optically allowed charge transfer states in theL –S cou-
pling limit are illustrated in Fig. 9. Beside the irreducib
representations of theOh group to which these states belon
they are identified by state numbers in ascending orde

FIG. 8. The absorption stick spectrum of Kr12CN with ~lower set, left ab-
scissa! and without~upper set, right abscissa! spin–orbit coupling. The ef-
fect of spin–orbit coupling is to mix the four bright states with otherw
dark states, while preserving the oscillator strength~squared magnitude o
the transition dipole,̂m&2) under each set of mixed states. The structure
the cluster is fixed with the 12 Kr atoms occupying the lattice points of
perfect, fcc Kr lattice.
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eigenenergies. The vector directions, which are shown w
perspective to visualize the three-dimensional direct sp
charge distributions, identify the orientation~phase! of the
p-hole on a given atom, while the length of a given vec
represents the atomic charge density. In the totally symme
A1g state, thep-holes point radially out of the CN2 center.
Therefore, the polyatomic function in this state can be id
tified as anS-wave~S-hole!. All other states belong to degen
erate representations, for which we only show one of
possible real components. The shown component of theEg

state, can be identified collectively as adz2 function, there-
fore aD-hole. The identification of the collectiveT2g hole-
states are less direct from the visualization, however, th
states will correlate with thedxy-type orbitals inOh symme-
try. In effect, in the uncoupled representation, the opti
transitions can be identified asDL561 hole transitions:
S(A1g)←P(T1u) and D(Eg ,T2g)←P(T1u), whereL refers
to the angular momentum of the collective hole state. No
upon inclusion of spin–orbit coupling, the lowest state of t
ionic manifold,T2g(3/2) becomes dipole allowed by borrow
ing intensity.

To incorporate the zero-point vibrational distribution
the ground state, we carry out Monte Carlo simulations at
effective temperature that reproduces the zero-point am
tude of the Kr–CN pair~classicalT521 K). The resulting
spectrum is compared with the stick spectrum of the per
cube in Fig. 10. Although all features undergo a blueshift,
parentage of the broadened spectral features of the stru
ally relaxed cluster is clear. The origin of the blueshift can
understood on the basis of the pair potentials. Since
CN–Kr internuclear minimum, which occurs at 4.5 Å,48 is
larger than the nearest neighbor distance of 4 Å in solid
the cube expands. Since the vertical transition in the p
interaction leads to the attractive branch of the Kr1CN2 po-
tential~see Fig. 5!, the expansion of the site necessarily lea
to an increase in transition energy~blueshift!. Also, the
Monte Carlo sampling of the vibrational distribution brea

f
e

FIG. 9. The eigenvectors of the dipole allowed ionic states, identifying
orientations and magnitudes of thep-holes distributed on the Kr atoms.
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the perfect cubic symmetry of the cluster, increasing
number of optically allowed transitions. The comparison
Fig. 10 shows that, at least at 0 K, vibrationally activat
optical transitions do not materially change the spectrum

B. Kr 42CN

The simulated spectrum of Kr42CN, with Monte Carlo
sampling of the initial state vibrational distribution at 0 K is
shown in Fig. 11, along with the stick spectrum of the perf
cluster. This cluster contains three complete shells of Kr
oms. Although a larger number of states are now optica
active, the state assignments and their spectral distribu
follows the same pattern as in the Kr12CN. In this case, the

FIG. 10. Stick spectrum of the perfect rigid cluster, vs vibrationally av
aged spectrum of the structurally relaxed cluster:~a! Kr12CN, ~b! Kr42CN.
Monte Carlo sampling of the ground state vibrational amplitude is imp
mented, using an effective temperature of 18 K that reproduces the v
tional zero-point amplitude of the Kr–CN pair.

FIG. 11. Simulated spectra of the CN/Kr charge transfer absorption in
extended solid. The simulations use a hole basis set distributed aver th
eleven complete shells~224 atoms! around the substitutionally trapped CN
radical. The stick spectrum is for the relaxed configuration in the neu
ground state, reached by simulated annealing. The smoothed simulated
trum is obtained by replacing the spectral lines with Lorentzians
FWHM50.2 eV.
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spectrum of the structurally relaxed cluster essentially p
vides contouring around the stick spectrum, without a s
nificant spectral shift. The blue shift due to structural rela
ation observed in the Kr12CN cluster is compensated by th
fact that the first shell now expands against the outer
shells. The inter-shell compression leads to a deeper pa
the Kr2

1 potential. As before, vibrationally activated optic
transitions make a negligible contribution to the over
shape of the simulated spectrum. In effect, the Monte Ca
simulation can be well approximated by adding widths to
stick spectrum. In both the Kr12CN and the Kr42CN spectra
the strongest transition is to theJ51/2, V51/2, or the
S-hole state, which shifts from 185 nm to 195 nm as t
cluster size grows. To the red of this line are the cha
transfer transitions involving theJ53/2 hole. These transi
tions clump together to generate structure in the spe
smoothed by vibrational sampling in the initial state. As i
dicated in the spectra, the structure can be traced to cry
field split T2g andEg components, by progressively switch
ing the spin–orbit coupling off. However, the states in t
different absorption bands are strongly contaminated
spin–orbit mixing, which can be concluded by finding th
the projection of the angular momentum in the collecti
hole state,V5( iml i

, where the summation is over th
atomicp-holes in the uncoupled representation, is ill-define
Similarly, the projection of the total angular momentum
the coupled basis set remains ill-defined, and therefore
substructure cannot be assigned to theV53/2 and 1/2 com-
ponents of theJ53/2 hole, which in the valence band wou
be identified as the heavy hole and light hole.65 The strong
Coulombic binding of the hole to the impurity leads to stro
mixing between these two branches of the valence band.
though this observation is based on the finite size cluster,
same holds in the extended solid treatment, which we c
sider next.

C. The extended solid

We approximate the solid state spectrum by distribut
224 base atoms, namely, by allowing thep-hole to be distrib-
uted over 11 complete shells around a central CN. The res
the infinite solid is simply accounted for by assuming a co
tinuum dielectric around the spherical cluster. Converged
tistical simulations, such as the Monte Carlo simulatio
used in the smaller clusters, become prohibitive in this ba
set since diagonalization of 135031350 matrices is required
for each configuration~eigenvectors of length 2243616).
However, simulations of the smaller clusters give us con
dence that despite the undersampled statistics, realistic
spectra can be expected by inclusion of line profiles.
carry out the simulations on the structurally relaxed, mi
mum energy configuration of the Kr224CN cluster, which is
obtained by simulated annealing on the ground electro
state. The stick spectrum of the annealed structure is c
pared with the experiment in Fig. 11. The simulated lines
in good registry with the experimental structure. The exc
tion is the 160 nm band seen in the experiment, which
absent in the simulation. This discrepancy we take to indic
that the 160 nm absorption is not part of the charge tran
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8.15
0.0026

0.0061
0.0546
0.1538
0.1265
0.3108
0.0759
0.1970
0.0100
0.0454
0.0117
0.0084
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TABLE I. Description of selected, optically active charge transfer states of the extended solid.

State 22 26 34 50 64 84 95 122 131 179 194 221 271

l ~nm! 232.19 227.21 222.50 215.34 202.35 196.37 194.56 189.02 188.03 183.96 182.62 181.08 17
u^m&u2 0.3411 0.0439 0.2665 0.1313 0.5152 0.0016 0.1059 0.0129 0.0301 0.0004 0.0046 0.0001

^Q& 23.9271 23.8347 23.8440 23.7347 23.5042 22.6557 22.4938 22.0215 22.1021 21.8374 21.8322 21.7068 21.7249
^J& 20.3456 20.3639 20.2462 20.1691 20.2411 20.3997 20.3798 20.4592 20.3954 20.4017 20.4060 20.4089 20.3676

Shell No. R ~Å! Charge per shell

1 4.02 0.9484 0.9269 0.8901 0.8519 0.6764 0.2240 0.1150 0.0197 0.0436 0.0112 0.0132 0.0173
2 5.59 0.0012 0.0291 0.0565 0.0825 0.1893 0.3020 0.3649 0.0693 0.0505 0.0229 0.0557 0.0220
3 6.85 0.0333 0.0372 0.0332 0.0510 0.0653 0.3832 0.3903 0.4575 0.5829 0.2918 0.2186 0.1229
4 7.91 0.0156 0.0048 0.0160 0.0101 0.0445 0.0147 0.0314 0.2412 0.1107 0.1514 0.1786 0.1016
5 8.83 0.0003 0.0012 0.0028 0.0028 0.0159 0.0416 0.0700 0.1408 0.1355 0.4043 0.3709 0.4224
6 9.66 0.0002 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 0.0019 0.0174 0.0114 0.0176 0.0328 0.0100 0.0150 0.0673
7 10.46 0.0009 0.0007 0.0008 0.0013 0.0053 0.0148 0.0133 0.0425 0.0354 0.0868 0.1060 0.1944
8 11.19 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0005 0.0032 0.0011 0.0031 0.0152 0.0062
9 11.88 0.0002 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 0.0012 0.0008 0.0017 0.0052 0.0041 0.0133 0.0184 0.0290
10 12.53 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0003 0.0007 0.0012 0.0018 0.0021 0.0032 0.0047 0.0118
11 13.10 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0007 0.0005 0.0012 0.0015 0.0021 0.0036 0.0052
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transition. The remaining spectrum can be well reprodu
by assuming Lorentzians for the spectral lines, as show
Fig. 11. The resulting spectrum is an unmistakable reprod
tion of the experiment. Most features of the experiment
quantitatively reproduced, although there is a;5 nm shift in
the position of theS1/2-hole absorption at 200 nm.

The dressing of the line spectrum with Lorentzians c
be justified by recognizing that beside the thermal vibratio
distribution in the ground electronic state, the absorpt
lines will be dynamically broadened by electronic dephasi
The latter is a measure of the strength of hole–phonon c
pling. The assumed Lorentzian widths were 0.2
~FWHM!, which if strictly interpreted as arising from elec
tronic dephasing, would imply a decay time of;7 fs. This
very short time, much shorter than any vibrational motion
the lattice, must be attributed to the delocalized nature of
electronic states and their strong mixing via the therma
occupied phonons in the initial state. This hypothesis co
be indirectly verified, by observing that indeed the ion
states undergo shifts of60.1 eV for thermal samplings o
nuclear coordinates. The fact that a single linewidth is u
for all lines across the spectrum would indicate that the
ternal electronic states of the CN radical play a second
role in the decay of the charge transfer states. Experim
tally, fluorescence is only seen from the CN states. Give
radiative lifetime of ;1028 s for the ionic states (m
;0.5 D, at 200 nm!, assuming a fluorescence detection e
ciency of 1024, we may conclude that the conversion to t
CN internal electronic degrees of freedom must occur o
t,1 ps. Indeed, this must be an efficient channel to prev
the possibility of charge separation and trapping, which
observed in the case of halogen atom doped systems.3 The
latter process can be expected to occur via self-trappin
the hole, which must occur on the time scale of vibratio
period of nearest neighbors of;2 ps ~based on the Debye
frequency of the lattice!. The conversion of the guest–ho
charge transfer excitation to internal electronic excitation
the CN radical must occur on a time scale faster than 10212 s
to preclude self-trapping of the hole.
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Given the accurate reproduction of the absorption sp
trum in the extended solid, we may quantify the nature of
guest–host charge transfer states with some confidence.
clearest labeling of the observed states is theJ53/2,1/2 des-
ignation. By artificially increasing the spin–orbit couplin
constant, it is verified that states contributing to absorption
l.210 nm belong toJ53/2 while states accessed atl
,210 nm belong toJ51/2. This is consistent with the pic
ture of a spin–orbit split valence band that is Coulombica
bound to the ionic center—a picture reached from a v
different starting point by von Gru¨nberg and Gabriel.11

Given the fact that the absorption edge is quantitatively
produced, the shift between the predicted energy of
S1/2-hole absorption and experiment may reflect a breakdo
in the assumption of a constant value for the spin orbit sp
ting parameter,D. Beside this obvious feature, there clear
remains residual structure in each of the absorption ba
which is well reproduced by the simulation. However, as
the case of the smaller clusters, there is not a clear quan
label V ~projection of total angular momentum! that can be
associated with the observed substructure. In the stan
model of a valence band hole, the clear separation betw
heavy and light bands (V51/2,3/2) is contingent upon a
weak dependence of the spin–orbit interaction on the cry
momentum,\k, or equivalently, on the radial structure of th
hole.65 This assumption is no longer valid in guest–ho
charge transfer states, due to the strong Coulombic bind
between ion and hole. It may be then expected that the s
tral structure is related to the crystal momentum, which
turn should be reflected in the radial nodal structure of
hole. This is the picture implicit in the assignment of th
substructure in halogen doped solids to a Rydberg h
progression.10

The extent of radial delocalization of the hole is perha
the most distinctive characteristic of the guest–host cha
transfer states and their dynamics. The hole density a
function of shell number is collected in Table I, for a repr
sentative set of states. Beside the spin–orbit splitting,
dominant factors that determine the structure and energe
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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of the ionic states is the competition between hole delo
ization and its Coulombic binding energy to the CN2 center.
The delocalization energy can be quantified as the net
change,̂ J&, which can be computed from the eigenvector
a given state by nulling the pair exchange matrix~4!,

^J& i5^ i uH~J50!u i &2Ei . ~14!

The Coulombic binding energy,̂Q&, can be extracted in a
similar fashion, or from the more transparent expression

E~Coulomb!5(
i

d~ i !•VKr
i
1CN2~r !, ~15!

whered( i ) represents the hole density on thei th Kr atom.
These quantities are also included in Table I.

The dissection presented by Table I is informative. T
first five states, states 22–64, are representative of
clumps that carry most of the oscillator strength. The h
density in these states is predominantly on the first shel
nearest neighbors. It decreases monotonically as a func
of energy of the ionic state, from 95% in state 22 to 68%
state 64. State 22 is representative of the intense first abs
tion band, while state 64 is the brightest single transit
corresponding to the totally symmetricS1/2-hole illustrated
for Kr12CN in Fig. 9. In state 22, the radial density of th
hole is oscillatory, it decreases to 0.1% on the second s
and grows back to 3% on the third shell and decays to z
by the fifth shell. In contrast, in theS1/2-hole of state 64, the
radial hole density decays monotonically without any no
structure, with non-negligible amplitude of 0.5% out to t
seventh shell, which is 10 Å removed from the CN cen
There is a qualitative difference between the first five sta
and states 84–271, which carry significantly smaller tran
tion dipoles. It can be verified that the drop in oscillat
strength is a direct outcome of the drop in hole density on
first shell, therefore the drop in hole–electron overlap. No
the exchange energy accounts for;20% of the binding. The
hole density in state 84 peaks on the third shell~38%!. In
state 131, which has significant transition dipole^m&2

50.03 D and contributes to the absorption wing of theJ
51/2 band, the hole density peaks on the third shell t
value of 58%. In state 194, which is a weak absor
(^m&250.0046 D), the radial density of the hole is oscill
tory. It shows maxima on alternating on shells 3, 5, 7, and
with 10% of the density localized on shell 7, atR510.6 Å.
Indeed, among the states that carry little transition dipo
e.g., states 221 and 271, the hole density can be significa
removed from the CN center. This trend continues w
higher energy states, which however carry even smaller
tical activity. The dark states can nevertheless couple to
optically accessible states via phonons, and therefore ca
as effective channels for very fast charge delocalization. A
impurity that can act as an efficient hole trap can therefore
directly reached. This would explain the observation of H1

centers in the IR spectra. However, experimentally, we
not observe a significant channel for charge separation
self-trapping. Evidently, the ionic states are efficien
coupled to the internal electronic states of the CN radica

Finally, we do not find a clear label for the oscillato
structure in theJ53/2 band, to associate it with the pictu
Downloaded 12 Feb 2004 to 128.200.47.19. Redistribution subject to AIP
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of a Rydberg progression.10 The characteristics that woul
offer such a label would be the observation of a clear no
structure in the radial density of the hole, with an increas
number of nodes as a function of energy. While state
which would be representative of the clump to be associa
with the first state of such a progression has a node on
second shell; state 50, which would be the last clear mem
of the progression shows a monotonically decaying rad
hole-density. Thus, it is not possible to identify the origin
the clumping of the states to hole momentum, neither i
possible to associate them with crystal field splittings o
common origin~angular momentum! since they are strongly
mixed through spin–orbit interaction. The system seems
termediate between the various limits, as such, stron
mixed. It would be interesting to carry out a systema
analysis of the rare gas hosts, from Xe to Ne, to find
evolution of the good quantum numbers in such a series

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The guest–host charge transfer states of CN doped
and Xe were observed experimentally, and were identified
direct analogy with those of the halogen doped solids. T
spectrum could be simulated quantitatively in the extend
DIIS formalism, using accurately determined pair paramet
obtained from high levelab initio theory, and without further
adjustment of parameters. This gives confidence to
method, and in particular to the treatment of transition
poles, to the extent that the DIIS construct for such states
be expected to be predictive. With the inclusion of atom
hole functions distributed over 11 complete shells around
guest molecule, the presented real-space treatment bri
between the molecular and band limits. We have give
detailed dissection of structure and energetics of these st
because beyond the spin–orbit splitting intoJ51/2 andJ
53/2 bands, a simple classification does not seem to be
plicable for these strongly mixed charge transfer states.
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